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Abstract 

 
Solar power is an inexhaustible new energy that is widely used in various aspects, including TIPV (Textile integrated photovoltaics) 

and it also plays an important role in our life. Thus, it can be found everywhere easily. The demand for solar cells is getting more and 
more because it is convenient, practical, clean, and environment-friendly. For these reasons, it is suggested to develop TIPV in Taiwan as 
soon as possible. Taiwan is experienced in Textile industry, and it will be the unique advantage if combining with solar cells.TIPV, as 
defined in this study, are the textiles that combine or laminate with solar cells. TIPV have occupied an increasingly important position 
within the global textile industry. The demand for TIPV is getting more. And with its high functionality and high value added have given 
it unique advantages. TIPV is going to lead the development of this promising industry as a whole. 

Following the development of TIPV, Taiwan can provide the world market with enough thin-film solar cells. Taiwan ranks the first in 
Asia to export the fabrics. This can be foreseen that the TIPV will be developed successfully in Taiwan by continuing to improve the 
manufacturing process. In the future, Taiwan can expand TIPV to other uses and head for the overseas markets. Facing the competition 
from PRC, South Korea, the U.S.A., France, ASEAN and other regions, Taiwan should and must concentrate on developing TIPV with 
better functions and at a reasonable price. The spirits of ongoing innovation and research will enable Taiwan to be a global R&D and 
manufacturing base for the TIPV industry. 
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1. Introduction 
 

As the worlds’ petroleum reserves get depleted and the 
price of oil continues to rise, solar energy has gradually attracted 
the attention of different countries and industries. Examples of the 
application of solar energy can be seen in solar powered road 
reflectors, garden lights, wristwatches, calculators, automobiles, 
flashlights and so on. No matter what the final product is, the 
need for energy sources that do not release carbon dioxide, are 
clean, non-polluting and come in endless supply, is growing, in 
the light of imminent petroleum depletion and the rising needs of 
global economic activity.  

In the early stages, the original use of solar energy 
photoelectric system was in space technology. As a small-size 
nuclear energy system has proven to be too complicated, solar 
energy was a cheap, dependable energy source to supply the 
power needs for long-term maintenance of electronic gadgets in 
outer space. As battery efficiency saw improvements, cost 
continued to go down and manufacturing processes improve, new 
applications of solar energy were invented. These new 
applications create new market needs, generating profits that in 
turn make possible more and better applications. In such a 
situation, solar energy application has gradually led to a growing 
list of products we now use on a daily basis. For this reason, the 
application of solar energy in the textile industry, aided by 
Taiwan’s mature electronic and information technologies, can 
lead to distinct products enough to make Taiwan attain new 
industrial heights in textile-making. 

 
 
 
This paper focuses on the application of solar cells in 

textile products. Although applications may be possible in various 
types of textiles, this paper will focus on membrane textiles, as 
well as textile-related products such as electronic garments, bags, 
cases and luggage. The reason for this is that they can easily be 
integrated with solar cells for immediate effects. The following 
sections will introduce and analyze the above-mentioned 
industries. 
 
2. Results and Discussions 
 
2.1 Market analysis of solar cells 

The solar cell industry has experienced rapid growth in 
recent years. In 1985, the annual production capacity of solar 
cells was only 22 MW. Between 1985 and 1995, solar cell’s 
compound annual growth rate was 13.3%, a pace considered to be 
slow yet stable. From 1995 onwards, greater impetus for 
development led to a rate of 26% by 1999. The figure for 
1999~2004 was about 33%, and it is projected that growth during 
the 2005~2010 will reach 25~28%. Forecasts made by IEA 
PPAP/National Statistics show that by 2010, the annual 
production of solar cells will reach 3,300 MW, about three times 
that of 2005 (See Figure 1). However, forecast figures made by 
different bodies differ. 
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Fig. 1. Statistics and Forecasts: Annual Solar Cell Production 
 
 

According to the most recent figures published by Solarbuzz in 
March 2006 (see Table 1), the 2005 global production capacity 
for solar cells was 1,656 MW (compared to 1,146 in 2004). PV 
News, in its figures released in early 2006, reported 1,727 MW 
for 2005. These numbers tell us that production capacities will 
continue to grow in the near future. Some even made bold 
forecasts of 10 GW by the year 2010. 

Based on actual figures of 1,656 MW in 2005 and a CAGR of 
25%, the annual production capacity for solar cells in 2010 will 
be around 5,050 MW. The long-term forecasts show that the 
figures would rise to as high as 54 GW(in 2020) and 380 GW (in 
2030) respectively. Because of the dramatic changes in the 
market, long-term forecast figures for the growth of solar cells 
can at best serve as references. Their accuracy has yet to undergo 
the test of time, or be revised from time to time to approximate 
objective figures. 

If we look at production from country to country, Japan’s four 
major producers—Sharp, Kyocera, Sanyo and 
Mitsubishi—together shared 47.9% of the world’s total output in 
2005 (See Table 2), making Japan the virtual world leader in solar 
cell production. In comparison, however, Shell Solar’s production 
in 2005 was lower than its figure for 2004, 72 MW. Reasons may 
be the company’s inability to access sufficient silicon raw 
materials. 

At the same period, China’s Suntech rose to become the 
world’s eighth largest solar cell supplier. Finding enough supply 
of silicon materials and making it to the World’s Top Five for 
market security seem to be the goals of manufacturers before the 
advent of cutthroat competition in the industry. The key point of 
40% CAGR can be attained after 2005 (Shortage of silicon 
materials had lead to a growth rate of 20% for 2006) will not 
depend upon manufacturers’ expansion of plant facilities, but 
instead upon access to silicon materials and reduction of prices 
that could attract more installation. 

As the silicon material supply problem will not be permanent, 
the industry can remain careful yet optimistic on its future. In 
summary, the growth in solar cell output, growing ten times in a 
matter of ten years, is staggering. This trend reflects a more 
mature technology and is a result of rises in petroleum prices, 
while also suggesting enhanced consciousness on environmental 
protection and ecological balance. 

Table 1. Production Outputs of Solar Cells in 2005 

No. Producer MW 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

 
 

Sharp 
Q-Cell 

Kyocera 
Sanyo 

Mitsubishi Electric 
Schott Solar 

BP Solar 
Suntech 
Motech 

Shell Solar 
Others 
Total 

428 
166 
142 
125 
100 
94 
88 
73 
60 
59 

323 
1656 

Date Sources: Solarbuzz, March 2006; The Development Trends of Textile Integrated 
Photovoltaics, ITIS Project, 2006. 
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Fig. 2. Solar Cell Makers’ Share in the 2005 Global Market 
 
2.2 Market Analysis of Membrane Textiles 

A flexible solar cell can be easy to laminate on membrane 
textile (Fig. 3) and it is a big market in this world. Statistics 
released by the Freedonia Group, Inc. show that in 2004, global 
demand for membrane textiles was about 2 billion square yards. 
Of this, the US alone took up 29% (or 580 million square yards), 
while the other large users are Western Europe and the 
Asia-Pacific. 

 
Fig. 3. Solar Cell laminated on membrane textile 
 
The Western European demand for membrane textiles in 2004 

reached 500 million square yards (a fourth of the total global 
demand), with the fastest application growths recorded in 
automobile uses and protective clothing. Both share 
characteristics of small volume and high unit price, which are 
suitable for production in high-wage countries as they can avoid 
competition from low-wage countries with insufficient 
technological capabilities. The rapid growth in the protective 
clothing market has a reason similar to the same trend in the 



US—for protection against terrorist chemical and biochemical 
attacks. In the Asia-Pacific, the demand for membrane textiles is 
approximately 450 million square yards. Robust economic 
performance in the PRC, India, Malaysia, Singapore and South 
Korea, and the encouraging economic growths enjoyed by 
Taiwan, Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand, bodes well for 
economic growth in the Asia-Pacific until 2009. This will induce 
the rise in demand for membrane textiles. 

In 2004, demand for membrane textiles for automobile use was 
the highest in the US market (about 30%, See Figure 4), with 
applications such as interiors (seat covers, back rests, floor mats, 
carpeting and curtains), interior decoration, airbags and cargo 
truck tents. For protective clothing, applications include those for 
military (protection against toxic gas and chemical disaster) and 
occupational uses (protection against gaseous chemicals, solvents 
and electromagnetic waves). The threats of the SARS epidemic 
and bird flu in recent years have also contributed to the growth in 
the membrane textiles market. It is predicted that by 2009, the 
protective clothing sector will grow the fastest. Comparing 
figures for 2004 and 2009, growth rate will be in the vicinity of 
9.7% (See Table 2). 

 

Data Sources: The Freedonia Group, Inc.; The Research of Membrane Textiles, ITIS Project, 2005. 
Fig. 4. 2004 US Industry Demands for Membrane Textiles 

 
Table 2. Predictions for Various US Market Applications of Membrane 

Textiles [unit: Million square yards] 

 
Market 

 
1999 

 
2004 

 
2009 

 

 
2014 

 

Annual 
Growth Rate 

04/99 09/04

Automobile 
Interiors & 
decorations 

 
121 

 
113 

 
116 

 
125 

 
-1.4 

 
0.5 

Sedan airbags 50 60 73 86 3.7 4.0 
Boats and other 
non-automobile uses 

38 46 55 65 3.9 3.6 

Protective clothing 41 73 116 144 12.2 9.7 
Furniture 74 70 68 67 -1.1 -0.6 
Industrial uses 70 68 87 105 -0.6 5.1 
Wallpaper 38 36 40 44 -1.1 2.1 
Books 31 28 26 24 -2.0 -1.5 
Canopy/Tents 64 86 104 125 6.1 3.9 
Total Demand 527 580 685 785 1.9 3.4 
$/Square yard 3.91 3.71 3.50 3.40 -1.0 -1.2 
Total market 
(in Million US Dollars) 

2060 2150 2410 2630 0.9 2.3 

Data Sources: The Freedonia Group, Inc.; The Research of Membrane Textiles, ITIS Project, 2005. 
 

Based on US Customs statistics, the US imported US$670 
million of membrane textiles from other countries, mostly from 
Asia-Pacific countries, with a combined figure of 35.9% (See 
Figure 5). This is followed by imports from neighboring Canada, 
which supplies the largest quantity to the US from a single 
country. This suggests that the membrane textiles industry still 
offers enough profits for the high-wage Canadian makers to be 
able to survive competition. This tells us that Taiwan, with a 
relatively lower wage, excellent processing technology, sufficient 
supply of raw materials and proximity to the PRC market, has 
great potentials in developing this industry. 

 
 

Data Sources: The Freedonia Group, Inc.; The Research of Membrane Textile,” ITIS Project, 2005. 
Fig. 5. Sources of US Imports of Membrane Textiles in 2004 

 
Among the various products and applications of membrane 

textiles, many can be coupled with solar cell technology, such as 
those of industrial curtains, canopies, banners, clothing, bags, 
luggage, canopies for cargo trucks and boats, protective clothing 
and convertible car hood. If further integrated with LED, 
membrane textiles will not only be energy saving and power 
generating, but will also include illumination, signaling and 
advertising features. The market potentials are really encouraging. 
 
2.3 Market Analysis of Electronic Apparel 

Electronic apparel requires electric power, which is usually 
directly supplied through batteries. A small minority is equipped 
with gadgets that transform body heat into electrical power. 
However, since the price of solar panels started to fall, the 
opportunity of using solar cells as power source in electronic 
apparel has markedly increased. If fiber itself can be made into 
solar cells, the latter’s use in electronic apparel can be even more 
justified. 

In contemporary high-tech apparel exhibitions, we often see 
apparel equipped with electronic parts. Of this, Michael Janecke, 
Project Manager at Frankfurt Trade Exhibition Co., points out: 
“Intelligent textile products can stimulate the industry as these 
products are innovative and full of potentials.” Mr. Libeert, 
Chairman of the European Textile and Garment Association, 
underscored the importance of intelligent textiles to the European 
textile industry. He has realized this trend ever since he started 
organizing high-tech textile exhibitions in 1986. Although these 
comments refer to electronic apparel as defined in this study, they 
also reflect the achievements in innovating and developing the 
global textile industry. 

Figure 6 represents forecasts and analysis made by Venture 
Development Corporation on the future of electronic apparel. 



Projecting based on the 2003 market figure of US$303 million, an 
aggressive prediction of US$1.05 billion may be realized in 2008. 
This trend will show a market growth of US$3 billion. If we 
calculate with a conservative view, estimates for the market in 
2018 will be US$550 million in consumption value. 
 

Data Sources: Venture Development Corp.; Development Trends in Intelligent Textile Products, 
ITIS Project, 2004. 

Fig. 6. Consumption Forecast for Intelligent Textile Products 
 

According to a market analysis report[1] made by Venture 
Development Corp., the global demand for electronic apparel was 
US$70 million. Linear estimates by 2006 will reach US$556 
million. Undoubtedly, trends show that electronic apparel will be 
integrated with precision electronics to arrive at products that 
better meet people’s daily living needs. 
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Fig. 7. Global Market Size of Electronic Apparel 
 
2.4 Market Analysis of bags, cases and luggage 

Among items combining solar energy with textile products, the 
bags, cases and luggage category is the most worthy of attention, 
because these products have an abundance of planar surfaces, and 
offer easy installation of solar cells. Apparel products require 
astringent water resistance and solar cells must not sacrifice the 
products’ overall aesthetics. In contrast, the bags, cases and 
luggage category has less of such demands. Moreover, because of 
the lower unit price of bags, cases and luggage products, they are 
the easiest to promote among solar energy textile products. 
Before other applications can even become popular, solar energy 

bags, cases and luggage products may be the first to generate 
substantial profits. 

It is well-known that Taiwan is a major producer of electronic 
products, but few are aware that Taiwan was once a world top 
maker of bags, cases and luggage. Taiwan’s bags, cases and 
luggage industry started in the 1970s. Although production was 
mostly OEM, the excellent processing standard and strict quality 
control employed have led to the market popularity of these 
products. Taiwan’s rise as an electronics producer, notably in 
laptops, in fact contributed to the survival and development 
opportunities enjoyed by Taiwan bags, cases and luggage 
producers, as each laptop computer is accompanied by a carrying 
case. 

After Taiwan’s accession to WTO in 2002, Taiwan’s bags, 
cases and luggage industry faced the problem of quota 
cancellation, which prompted many to transfer their production 
lines to mainland China. This explained the gradual drop in 
Taiwan’s output in this sector. Taiwan was once known as a 
world leader in luggage production, especially in those times 
when the island enjoyed the advantages of cheap manpower and 
excellent technological capabilities. Today, low-end bags, cases 
and luggage products have become associated with China, while 
Taiwan has started to focus on developing middle to top-end 
products. Taiwan’s hand-carried bag exports mainly consist of 
traveling cases and portfolios, often making up about 50% of 
exports. Because of design excellence and dependable quality, 
these products have made a name for Taiwan in the markets of 
Europe, the US and Japan. 

It is interesting to note that for bags, cases and luggage 
products, the US, Japan and Europe will always remain as the 
major world consumers. On the production side, Taiwan and 
China are important suppliers of these items. 

Because of textile quota and the appreciation of the NT dollar, 
Taiwan’s hand-carried bag industry started moving out in the 
1990s. Figure 8 shows clearly that Taiwan’s bags, cases and 
luggage industry has almost completely moved out of the 
international market, and had been taken over by the Chinese who 
now dominate the market. But by looking at the Japanese market, 
we can see that products that are branded (i.e. with excellent 
quality) can survive competition from cheaper products made in 
China or Southeast Asia. We all know that Taiwan has to build up 
brand image but this is a difficult task, and results may not always 
be successful. Actually, a better way is to join supply chains of 
international brands or to adopt multifunctional or multi-styled 
designing. Here, the application of solar cells is one important 
pathway. An ordinary bag may be priced NT$200~300. After 
inclusion of solar cells, the price may be raised to at least 
NT$1000, which shows a tremendous added value. 

Figure 8 is a complete export record from 1982 to 2005. With 
the exception of 1989, the year when the Tienanmen Incident 
occurred and when there was a massive return of production 
orders to Taiwan’s bags, cases and luggage makers, export trends 
started to drop from peak figures in the 1980s all the way down to 
just NT$2.2 billion last year. With competition from Chinese 
makers who enjoy cost advantages, local bags, cases and luggage 
makers suffered export declines and Taiwan is no longer the 
international market leader. It had been replaced by China. With 
the exception of branded products, related industries around the 
world, including those in Southeast Asia such as Thailand, have 
been facing fierce competition from mainland Chinese bags, cases 
and luggage industry. 
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Fig. 8. Export Values of Luggage and Hand-carried Bags Industry 
 

Deduction from statistics in Fig. 8 for leather products, we can 
focus analysis on plastic and textile bags, cases and luggage 
products. Export values, quantities and unit prices of non-leather 
bags, cases and luggage products are illustrated in Figures 9, 10 
and 11. The figures show that leather products made up a small 
portion of exports, and trends concurred well with that shown in 
Fig. 8. However, Fig. 11’s unit prices tell us that because 
production of low-priced bags, cases and luggage products has 
moved to China, products made in Taiwan appeared to have 
higher unit prices. This is a result of adjustments in product 
characteristics and pricing made necessary by fierce low-price 
competition. This shows that only by increasing processing 
technology and product added value can the industry really thrive. 
Solar cells, may open yet another path for Taiwan’s bags, cases 
and luggage makers. Adding functions through integration with 
solar cell technology, local makers can orient themselves to the 
high unit-price market. 
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Fig. 9. Non-leather Luggage and Hand-carried Bags Export Values 
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Fig. 10. Non-leather Luggage and Hand-carried Bags Export Volumes 
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Fig. 11. Non-leather Luggage and Hand-carried Bags Unit Prices 
 

Table 3. Export for Non-leather Luggage and Hand-carried Bags 
 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Export Value (in 
100 million) 

239.54 254.84 250.12 206.23 148.55 145.33 

Volume (x1000) 150,770 178,491 177,034 174,711 159,479 149,294 
Unit Price (in 
NT$) 

158.88 142.77 141.28 118.04 93.15 97.35 

 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Export Value (in 
100 million) 

156.64 271.64 200.45 175.21 114.54 114.50 

Volume (x1000) 140,574 144,212 108,968 83,405 62,421 46,819 
Unit Price (in 
NT$) 

111.43 188.36 183.95 210.08 183.5 244.56 

 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Export Value (in 
100 million) 

129.21 111.84 104.98 87.52 68.75 65.96 

Volume (x1000) 42,245 33,455 30,681 23,633 20,606 19,785 
Unit Price (in 
NT$) 

305.85 334.29 342.15 370.34 333.69 333.41 

 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Export Value (in 
100 million) 

53.59 38.95 38.42 47.58 47.33 21.21 

Volume (x1000) 19,909 16,084 14,253 17,846 15,366 6,061 
Unit Price (in 
NT$) 

269.16 242.17 269.56 266.61 308.01 349.98 

Date Sources: www.tier.org.tw; The Development Trends of Textile Integrated Photovoltaics, ITIS 
Project, 2006. 
 

Yet, if we make a deep probe into why the Chinese bags, cases 
and luggage industry continues to expand in the international 
market, we discover that behind their success are Taiwan 
investors. That goes to say that Taiwan uses its own technology 
and management expertise, integrated with China’s cheap labor, 
to join hands in entering the global market. To date, this strategy 
seems to be working. Thus, even though Taiwan no longer holds 
the title of “world’s top bags, cases and luggage maker,” it is now 
replaced by the title “global leader,” the latter in reference to 
Taiwanese investors who have moved their product base to 
mainland China and Southeast Asia. 
 
3. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
The conclusions of this paper will be made on three 

areas—technology, market and regulations—to better understand 
the problems faced by Taiwan manufacturers today, as well as to 
analyze what measures they must adopt. 

 
3.1 Technology 

Although Taiwan manufacturers face fierce competition from 
Chinese and Southeast Asian counterparts, they actually have 
their own advantages. Taiwan’s electronic industry is mature and 
superior, such that the learning curve for engaging in solar cell 
production will be shorter and much more efficient compared 
with other countries. Moreover, Taiwan is very familiar with 
membrane textiles and bags, cases and luggage production, so 
that the challenges of integrating these industries with solar cell 
technology can easily be overcome. Some solar energy bags are 
now visible in the market. Although already present in the market, 



this type of products has a lot of room for improvements as far as 
fashion is concerned. Perhaps a better way to improve consumer 
attraction is to find a bag product of trendy design to which solar 
cells may be installed. However, the amount of added cost may be 
too forbidding. Currently, electronic apparel is a much-waited 
addition among people in the textile industry. Makers of portable 
electronic products and parts will be interested in the combination. 
For solar energy textiles, the hope is to arrive at fibers that are 
themselves solar cells. Scientists are currently working on this but 
it may require some time for integration before products can 
actually attain a certain level of practicality. For this reason, the 
direct integration of solar cells into textile products may be a 
more feasible method. As existing solar cells are modularized, 
merely sewing them on may even prove useful, and this may 
lower down technical difficulties. The bigger problem is the 
function of the textile product after solar cells have been installed, 
as well as their effects on aesthetics and fashion. Other issues of 
concern are the bending- and water-resistance of solar cells and 
aggregate parts. After solutions to all these are found, solar 
energy textiles cannot be broadly called textiles, for which 
naming and branding must be important areas to work on. 

In summary, making solar cells become part of textiles is an 
excellent way to upgrade product functions and increase 
value-added. However, one must focus merely on technology. To 
make products more attractive to consumers, the idea of 
maintaining the ultimate function of textile products must never 
be overlooked. 

 
3.2 Market 

It is predicted that electronic apparel will have a market of 
US$560 million in 2006. In 2005, the US imported US$2 billion 
worth of plastic and textile bags, cases and luggage products. In 
2006, the US demand for all types of membrane textile will be 
worth US$2.2 billion. The figures are large and still growing. 
With the current number of investors still quite limited, we can 
assume that a short-term goal for solar energy textiles of 5% of 
the above market size is reasonable. 

Currently, the addition of 1 watt of solar cells to small size 
bags and cases will mean an increase, based on current prices, of 
about NT$100 in cost (excluding rechargeable batteries). 
However, the selling price can have mark ups of between NT$500 
to 3000. Moreover, as the market is barely rising, the potentials of 
the market are great. 

However, there is much room for improvement, such as 
increasing wattage, and shifting attention from quantitative to 
qualitative issues, before the target consumer brackets can be 
made active in the market. If more are done in terms of branding 
and fashion, the market can be expanded to include female 
consumers. The industry is still in the development stage, but all 
interested manufacturers must remember to take actions 
double-step. 

 
3.3 Regulations 

Taiwan laws now cover regulations on “green building.” 
Owing to the light penetration of membrane textiles, gymnasiums 
easily become hot and humid, making increased power 
consumption for air-conditioning a necessity. For this reason, 
membrane textiles are not ecology-conscious, energy-saving 
products. However, solar cells can fully solve the predicament. 
By installing solar cells on membrane textiles, light penetration 
can be ameliorated and air-conditioning costs economized. 
Moreover, the power thus generated can be utilized. All these can 
make membrane textile an attractive choice for green buildings as 
well. 

Current proposed laws include regulations on energy recycling, 
although this has yet to pass the third reading. Among others, 
these regulations include subsidies for the solar energy industry in 
terms of installation and electricity prices. However, these 
subsidies are limited to solar energy generation for buildings. No 
such coverage is extended to solar cells for textiles. The cost of 
solar cell installation on textiles is in the vicinity of a few hundred 
dollars, a figure considered acceptable for consumers. As textile 
products are common necessities, tax benefits and subsidy 
measures may be legislated to cover the industry or its products. 
The energy-saving concept of solar power generation, when 
applied to the clothes we wear, is something worth propagating. 

The rise of solar power will benefit not just the solar energy 
industry. Its applicable potentials cover the electronics, 
telecommunications, lighting and textile industries as well. 
Taiwan, with its long-term development experience in textiles and 
electronics, must fully exploit these advantages to hone the 
competitiveness of its industries and to increase their value-added. 
In the imminent solar energy textile products competition, Taiwan 
has the capabilities to find a place of significance for itself. It is 
worth the combined efforts of the government, the industries and 
the private sector, so that Taiwan can create an industrial 
achievement yet again. 
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